MEDLINE via PubMed:

AND
AND
CINAHL Complete:

((MH "breast neoplasms") OR ((Breast OR Breasts) AND (cancer OR cancers OR neoplasm OR neoplasms OR carcinoma OR carcinomas OR tumour OR tumours OR tumor OR tumors OR malignancy OR malignancies OR malignant OR sarcoma OR sarcomas)))
AND
((MH "Cognition") OR (MH "Cognition disorders") OR (MH "neuropsychological tests") OR (MH "executive function") OR (MH "Speech Disorders") OR (MH "Learning") OR (MH "speech") OR (MH "linguistics") OR (MH “Memory, Short-Term”) OR (MH "Impaired Verbal Communication (NANDA") OR "Verbal Learning" OR "Neurocognitive function" OR "neurocognitive functions" OR "neurocognitive functioning" OR "Neuropsychological measures" OR "Neuropsychological measure" OR "neuropsychological test" OR "neuropsychological tests" OR "neuropsychological assessment" OR "neuropsychological function" OR "neuropsychological functions" OR "neuropsychological performance" OR "language test" OR "language tests" OR ((Cognitive OR Cognition) AND (change OR impairment OR deficit OR deficits OR performance OR compromise OR impairment OR outcome)) OR "Processing speed" OR "processing speeds" OR "Executive function" OR "Executive Functions" OR "Executive Control" OR "Executive Controls" OR "executive attention" OR Learning OR Phenomenography OR "Memory Training" OR "Working memory" OR "Visual memory" OR Attention OR "Verbal fluency" OR "Verbal ability" OR "Verbal memory" OR “Verbal learning” OR "speech disorder" OR "speech disorders" OR "Visuo spatial function" OR "visuo spatial functions" OR "visuo-spatial function" OR "visuo-spatial functions" OR Naming OR "Word finding difficulties" OR "word finding difficulty" OR "word-finding difficulties" OR "word-finding difficulty" OR (Language AND (function OR receptive OR expressive OR processing OR processes OR process OR comprehension)) OR Speech OR Linguistics OR Syntax OR Semantics OR Vocabulary OR Pragmatics OR "Lexical knowledge" OR "Conversational abilities" OR "conversational ability")
AND
((MH "antineoplastic agents") OR (MH "Tamoxifen") OR Androstadienes OR "Adjuvants, Pharmaceutical" OR (MH "Chemotherapy, Adjunct") OR (MH “Survivors”) OR "Endocrine therapy" OR "endocrine therapies" OR "Hormone therapy" OR "hormone therapies" OR Exemestane OR Androstadiene OR Androstadienes OR "Adjuvant treatment" OR "adjuvant treatments" OR "Pharmaceutical Adjuvants" OR "Pharmaceutical Adjuncts" OR "Pharmacetical Adjunct" OR "Pharmaceutical Adjvant" OR "adjuvant chemotherapy" OR "adjuvant drug therapy" OR "Selective estrogen receptor modulators" OR "selective estrogen receptor modulator" OR Tamoxifen OR ICI-47699 OR "ICI 47699" OR ICI47699 OR Nolvadex OR Novaldex OR "Tamoxifen Citrate" OR Tomaxithen OR Zitzonium OR ICI-46474 OR ICI 46474 OR ICI46474 OR ICI-46,474 OR "ICI 46,474" OR ICI46,474 OR Soltamox OR Chemotherapy OR "Chemotherapeutic Anticancer Drug" OR "Chemotherapeutic Anticancer Agents" OR "antineoplastic agents" OR "Antineoplastic Drugs" OR Antineoplastics OR "Antitumor Drugs" OR "Anticancer Agents" OR "Antitumor Agents" OR Survivor OR Survivors)

EMBASE:

PsycINFO:

((DE "breast neoplasms") OR ((Breast OR Breasts) AND (cancer OR cancers OR neoplasm OR neoplasms}
OR carcinoma OR carcinomas OR tumour OR tumours OR tumor OR tumors OR malignancy OR malignancies OR malignant OR sarcoma OR sarcomas)

AND

((DE "Cognition") OR (DE "Cognitive impairment") OR "cognitive disorders" OR "neuropsychological tests" OR (DE "executive function") OR (DE "Speech Disorders") OR (DE "Learning") OR (DE "oral communication") OR speech OR (DE "linguistics") OR (DE "Short Term Memory") OR (DE "Verbal Learning") OR "Neurocognitive function" OR "neurocognitive functions" OR "neurocognitive functioning" OR "Neuropsychological measures" OR "Neuropsychological measure" OR "neuropsychological test" OR "neuropsychological tests" OR "neuropsychological assessment" OR "neuropsychological function" OR "neuropsychological functions" OR "neuropsychological performance"

OR "language test" OR "language tests" OR ((Cognitive OR Cognition) AND (change OR impairment OR deficit OR deficits OR performance OR compromise OR impairment OR outcome)) OR "Processing speed" OR "processing speeds" OR "Executive function" OR "Executive Functions" OR "Executive Control" OR "Executive Controls" OR "executive attention" OR Learning OR Phenomenography OR "Memory Training" OR "Working memory" OR "Visual memory" OR Attention OR "Verbal fluency" OR "Verbal ability" OR "Verbal memory" OR "Verbal learning" OR "speech disorder" OR "speech disorders"

OR "Visuo spatial function" OR "visuo spatial functions" OR "visuo-spatial function" OR "visuo-spatial functions" OR Naming OR "Word finding difficulties" OR "word finding difficulty" OR "word-finding difficulties" OR "word-finding difficulty" OR (Language AND (function OR receptive OR expressive OR processing OR processes OR process OR comprehension)) OR Speech OR Linguistics OR Syntax OR Semantics OR Vocabulary OR Pragmatics OR "Lexical knowledge" OR "Conversational abilities" OR "conversational ability"

AND

((DE "antineoplastic drugs") OR Androstadienes OR (DE "Chemotherapy") OR (DE "Survivors") OR "Endocrine therapy" OR "endocrine therapies" OR "Hormone therapy" OR "hormone therapies" OR Exemestane OR Androstadiene OR Androstadienes OR "Adjuvant treatment" OR "adjuvant treatments" OR "Pharmaceutical Adjuvants" OR "Pharmaceutical Adjuvants" OR "Pharmaceutical Adjuvant" OR "adjuvant chemotherapy" OR "adjuvant drug therapy" OR "Selecte

estrogen receptor modulators" OR "selective estrogen receptor modulator" OR Tamoxifen OR ICI-47699 OR "ICI 47699" OR ICI47699 OR Nolvadex OR Novaldex OR "Tamoxifen Citrate" OR Tomaxithen OR Zitazonium OR ICI-46474 OR ICI 46474 OR ICI46474 OR ICI-46,474 OR "ICI 46,474" OR ICI46,474 OR Soltamox OR Chemotherapy OR "Chemotherapeutic Anticancer Drug" OR "Chemotherapeutic Anticancer Agents" OR "antineoplastic agents" OR "Antineoplastic Drugs" OR Antineoplastics OR "Antitumor Drugs" OR "Anticancer Agents" OR "Antitumor Agents" OR Survivor OR Survivors)

Scopus:

TITLE-ABS-KEY ( {breast neoplasms} OR ( { Breast OR Breasts } AND ( cancer OR cancers OR neoplasm OR neoplasms OR carcinoma OR carcinomas OR tumour OR tumours OR tumor OR tumors OR malignancy OR malignancies OR malignant OR sarcoma OR sarcomas ) ) ) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY ( {Cognition} OR {Cognitive impairment} OR {cognitive disorders} OR {neuropsychological tests} OR {executive function} OR {Speech Disorders} OR Learning OR {oral communication} OR speech OR {linguistics} OR {Short Term Memory} OR {Verbal Learning} OR {Neurocognitive function} OR {neurocognitive functions} OR {neurocognitive functioning} OR {Neuropsychological measures} OR {Neuropsychological measure} OR {neuropsychological test} OR {neuropsychological tests} OR {neuropsychological assessment} OR
Cochrane CENTRAL:

(((Breast or Breasts) and (cancer or cancers or neoplasm or neoplasms or carcinoma or carcinomas or tumour or tumours or tumor or tumors or malignancy or malignancies or malignant or sarcoma or sarcomas)).ti. or ((Breast or Breasts) and (cancer or cancers or neoplasm or neoplasms or carcinoma or carcinomas or tumour or tumours or tumor or tumors or malignancy or malignancies or malignant or sarcoma or sarcomas)).ab. or breast neoplasms.sh.) AND

((Neurocognitive function or neurocognitive functions or neurocognitive functioning or Neuropsychological measures or Neuropsychological measure or neuropsychological test or neuropsychological tests or neuropsychological assessment or neuropsychological function or neuropsychological functions or neuropsychological performance or language test or language tests or ((Cognitive or Cognition) and (change or impairment or deficit or deficits or performance or compromise or impairment or outcome)) or Processing speed or processing speeds or Executive function or Executive Functions or Executive Control or Executive Controls or executive attention or Learning or Phenomenography or Memory Training or Working memory or Visual memory or Attention or Verbal fluency or Verbal ability or Verbal memory or Verbal learning or speech disorder or speech disorders or Visuo spatial function or visuo spatial functions or visuo-spatial function or visuo-spatial functions or Naming or Word finding difficulties or word finding difficulty or word-finding difficulties or word-finding difficulty or (Language and (function or receptive or expressive or processing or processes or process or
comprehension) or Speech or Linguistics or Syntax or Semantics or Vocabulary or Pragmatics or Lexical knowledge or Conversational abilities or conversational ability).ti. or (Neurocognitive function or neurocognitive functions or neurocognitive functioning or Neuropsychological measures or Neuropsychological measure or neuropsychological test or neuropsychological tests or neuropsychological assessment or neuropsychological function or neuropsychological functions or neuropsychological performance or language test or language tests or ((Cognitive or Cognition) and (change or impairment or deficit or deficits or performance or compromise or impairment or outcome)) or Processing speed or processing speeds or Executive function or Executive Functions or Executive Control or Executive Controls or executive attention or Learning or Phenomenography or Memory Training or Working memory or Visual memory or Attention or Verbal fluency or Verbal ability or Verbal memory or Verbal learning or speech disorder or speech disorders or Visuo spatial function or visuo spatial functions or visuo-spatial function or visuo-spatial functions or Naming or Word finding difficulties or word finding difficulty or word-finding difficulties or word-finding difficulty or (Language and (function or receptive or expressive or processing or processes or process or comprehension)) or Speech or Linguistics or Syntax or Semantics or Vocabulary or Pragmatics or Lexical knowledge or Conversational abilities or conversational ability).ab. or (Cognition or Cognition disorders or neuropsychological tests or executive function or Speech Disorders or Learning or speech or linguistics or Memory, Short-Term or Verbal Learning).sh.)
AND
((Endocrine therapy or endocrine therapies or Hormone therapy or hormone therapies or Exemestane or Androstadiene or Androstadienes or Adjuvant treatment or adjuvant treatments or Pharmaceutical Adjuvants or Pharmaceutic Adjuvants or Pharmaceutical Adjuvant or Pharmaceutic Adjuvant or adjuvant chemotherapy or adjuvant drug therapy or Selective estrogen receptor modulators or selective estrogen receptor modulator or Tamoxifen or ICI 47699 or ICI47699 or Nolvadex or Novaldex or Tamoxifen Citrate or Tomaxithen or Zitazonium or ICI46474 or Soltamox or Chemotherapy or Chemotherapeutic Anticancer Drug or Chemotherapeutic Anticancer Agents or antineoplastic agents or Antineoplastic Drugs or Antineoplastics or Antitumor Drugs or Anticancer Agents or Antitumor Agents or Survivor or Survivors).ti. or (Endocrine therapy or endocrine therapies or Hormone therapy or hormone therapies or Exemestane or Androstadiene or Androstadienes or Adjuvant treatment or adjuvant treatments or Pharmaceutical Adjuvants or Pharmaceutic Adjuvants or Pharmaceutical Adjuvant or Pharmaceutic Adjuvant or adjuvant chemotherapy or adjuvant drug therapy or Selective estrogen receptor modulators or selective estrogen receptor modulator or Tamoxifen or ICI 47699 or ICI47699 or Nolvadex or Novaldex or Tamoxifen Citrate or Tomaxithen or Zitazonium or ICI46474 or Soltamox or Chemotherapy or Chemotherapeutic Anticancer Drug or Chemotherapeutic Anticancer Agents or antineoplastic agents or Antineoplastic Drugs or Antineoplastics or Antitumor Drugs or Anticancer Agents or Antitumor Agents or Survivor or Survivors).ab. or (antineoplastic agents or Tamoxifen or Androstadienes or Adjuvants, Pharmaceutic or Chemotherapy, Adjuvant or Survivors).sh.)